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GUIDEBOOK 

If you are feeling burned out, overwhelmed, or stuck know there is hope! 

It really is possible… to live a life that feels aligned and where you can not only not

feel overwhelmed or burned out, but actually THRIVING while doing everything

you want to be doing and enjoying it! 

This free guidebook will give you three keys to not only get out of burnout, but

begin to introduce the ways to EXPAND your CAPACITY AND feel SATISFIED …all

while leaving BURNOUT BEHIND! Would you like to learn more? 

Read on to learn the power of pause, or intentional shifts in behavior to start you

on your way to transform you AND your burnout! 

Congratulations! You’ve just taken a MAJOR step towards pausing,

or intentionally shift your behavior by getting this guide. 
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Yours in Pausing, 

Author, coach, speaker,and recovering achiever 

How to Use this



POWER
Your ability to generate 

is proportional to your ability
to relax 

- David Allen  
productivity consultant and creator of the time management

method known as "Getting Things Done".



POWER OF PAUSE 
Does any of this sound familiar? For some reason, things aren’t sitting well lately.

Restlessness sets in. You feel drained several times throughout the day. Cracks

are beginning to appear around your seemingly comfortable life. You realize your

rock-solid foundation maybe is not so rock solid. Your current situation has been

what the external world considers successful, but perhaps you forgot about your

own satisfaction and fulfillment. You were too busy going for the next thing.

Maybe you felt obligated to please others. Maybe material gain was your primary

goal, or at least one of your top motivators. 

I invite you to take a deep breath (a pause if you will). Ask yourself, “What is going

on with me internally and emotionally? Is it matching what is happening

externally in my environment?” In other words, are you aligned? What does that

do for your sense of spirit? Maybe you aren’t feeling as successful as you once

used to, or you lack the motivation you once had. It’s what some may call a rut. 

In the book pause, I discuss the five major signs you know you need a pause. In

this guidebook, we’ll assume you already have had at least one sign that

indicates you need a pause, or intentional shift in behavior. This guidebook is

based on workshops and talks where I focus on the three keys you can know to

avoid, transform, or shift from burnout, overwhelm, or stress and thrive again at

work 
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Welcome to the



BURNOUT

- Sam Keen 
author of Fire in the
Belly: On Being a Man

nature's way of telling you, you're
going through the motions but

your soul has departed.  
You're a zombie, a member of the walking

dead, a sleepwalker



BURNOUT
What causes burnout? When you deprive yourself of emotional and personal

nourishment in the present moment, eventually burnout may become a serious

side effect. What do I mean by that? My coach, Dr. Bob Wright puts it in layman’s

terms. 

“Imagine you are a blood donor. You give blood regularly, but you never eat to

replenish your reserves or receive blood transfusions from other donors. Over

time you have less energy and no longer feel strong and healthy to supply blood.

Physically and emotionally you feel tired, weak and drained. You literally bleed

yourself dry by avoiding meeting your yearnings and engaging in life to feel

emotionally nourished and satisfied (1).” 

You can work hard but it needs to be balanced with meeting your deeper

hungers, or yearnings AND being more self-aware, the core building block for

increasing your emotional intelligence. Instead of bleeding yourself dry engage

in what is meaningful for you. Maybe you connect one on one with someone and

give or ask for a hug. Maybe you spend some time being 100% present with a

loved one, child or a pet. Don’t be afraid to be present emotionally, make

mistakes as you experiment and really engage with others. All of this helps to

avoid burnout. 
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A Word on 



  is  an investment in your
spirit  to replenish yourself

and invigorate your
l ivel ihood

Your 

PAUSE



PAUSE

I define a pause as any intentional shift in behavior. It can be a type of daily

pause, a simple belly breath pause, or a digital device pause, to name a few.

Pausing also doesn’t depend of time, money or activity. It’s what works for you.

We are so busy doing, we forget being. We miss being present to ourselves if

we’re constantly checking off our to-do lists, which means we miss out on

fulfilling our deeper yearnings, or hungers and filling our tank. If we offer

choose to pause, we can choose differently – we can be while we do. That

changes everything. The problem is, we think it’s not ok to slow down, or

pause, or even stop.
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Key 1: Know it's Ok to 

“More than half of Americans feel “overworked or overwhelmed at least

some of the time” and 70% say “they often dream of having a different job.” 

- Families and Work Institute Study

The Pause Paradox

Welcome to the Pause Paradox: we value productivity and profits as people and

companies, yet we need to ensure we’re hitting pause to create sustainable,

long-term success at home and at work. 

Is taking a pause really meant to be time spent to think? Or is it time to stop

thinking so the wisdom and answers have ample room to surface? How often

have you stressed out about a specific situation or were stuck in the decision-

making process because you couldn’t make up your mind? Overthinking can

kill just about everything. 

Taking a pause isn’t so you can think more. It’s to do the exact opposite. It’s the

perfect excuse for you to step away from your everyday life and not focus on  



what is ruling your thoughts. Without the time to step away, you don’t have the

opportunity to sit with the idea. Have you rushed into a decision only because

you were obsessed with an idea? Would your plan change if you took a five-

minute pause in nature instead? 

Pausing, or intentionally shifting your behavior, appears counter-intuitive. We

often resist pausing to avoid falling behind or looking like a slacker. Instead,

consider pausing to enhance creativity or needed downtime, even if it’s for a

few minutes. 
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Questions Worth Pausing For:

A distraction may provide the break you need to disengage from a fixation

on the ineffective solution.”

- Dr. Shelley Carson, Harvard

What’s the price you pay without pausing? How much are you willing to go?

 How can pausing best serve you? What Ideas do you have and are excited

about? Passions? Projects? Initiatives?

How can you create a culture of support and sustainability for yourself?



EMOTIONS

 are the data we use to better understand
ourselves. we feel alive through all our

experiences and feelings. Yet we feel
much more than we're aware of at any

given time.



FEELING

Naming a feeling is like having a superpower. Name a feeling to get present,

drop into your body, and feed your soul. There are a zillion feelings out there as

we all know, each of them nuanced and unique each time we feel them.

However, to keep things simple (we have enough to worry about), there are five

primary emotions you have in any given moment. This is one of the best pro

tips and I credit the Wright Foundation for the Realization of Human Potential

for this method. They are (2).:
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Key 2: Name a  

and Get into Your Body

Fear

Hurt

Anger

Sadness

Joy

Don’t explain why you think you feel something – that brings us right back to

our heads. Instead, just state it. Emotions are your data bank. You can mine

them to simply learn more about yourself. Remember to stay curious about

yourself and bring your beginners mind. Remember you are building your

emotional intelligence mental muscles, or skills. When you name a feeling, you

are more present, and more aware. You are now able to be present and with

yourself. Know emotions are only data. Avoid judgment and simply practice

naming a feeling. Start with once a day, then three times a day, and go from

there.
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Questions Worth Pausing For:

What primary emotion are you feeling right now?

How many times you want to pause and check in on your primary emotion a

day? Set your intention and do it daily for a week.

Where do you notice the feeling in your body? Put your hand on

What part of your body and acknowledge it. Be curious and notice.



PLAN

If you make a budget you'll realize you
don't need as much as you think.



PAUSE PLAN

Now it’s time to put it all together. Grab a sticky note or use the space below. 

Pick one thing you can do by bedtime tonight and implement. Don’t over think

it! The idea is that you can shift burnout over time, but it requires conscious

choice and new, intentional shifts in behavior.
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Key 3: Create Your 

Write down some quick thoughts on your challenges or situation. What’s

happening, what isn’t working, challenges, and actions want to take.

Set an intention – what do you want to get out of this?

How much time you’ll pause for and what will you’ll do? What could you try?

(You may not know how you want to spend your time so it’s also OK to let

your pause to unfold more organically)

What’s in the way of this or how can you close the gap between what you

want and what is?

How will you get support for it and stay accountable? (Sharing with

someone you trust is one of the best ways to do this).

Create Your Pause Plan 



Appreciate and notice the incremental
steps - take small steps towards where

you want to go



NEXT STEPS 
This is only the beginning to transform burnout into thriving. 

Here are some recommended next steps: 
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